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Series Woods 8mm Chevron Laminate Flooring Firenze Oak

Scan the QR code for fast
access to this floor online

Manufactured in Europe using the latest technology, Series Woods 8mm Chevron Laminate Flooring Firenze Oak looks and feels 
just like a hardwood floor but is more than a match for the rigours of day-to-day life. At 8mm thick, with an AC4 Heavy Domestic 
rating, this durable floor is suitable for bedrooms, dining rooms, hallways, kitchens, living rooms and utility rooms and comes with a 
25-year domestic warranty. Vacuuming and damp-mopping are all it takes to keep Series Woods 8mm Laminate looking fantastic, 
making it a great choice for anyone looking for a low-maintenance fit-and-forget floor. A 5G click fitting system, with joints on all 
four sides of the board, make DIY installation fast and easy.

Our Chevron Laminate Flooring Firenze Oak brings the light shades of oak into the home with natural tonal differences and a 
striking chevron effect pattern. This contemporary design is provided in wide planks that helps to provide medium sized rooms with 
a greater feeling of space. Our Series Wood boards include a lovely textured surface that fully enhances the authentic wood feel that 
will help create a modern and inviting room.
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Code:

Residential:

Floated on underlay:

LAM-SEC-8-001

25 Years

Yes

N/AWater rating:

Profile: 5G Click System DSSlip resistance:

Construction: Laminate B1Fire resistance:

Thickness: 8mm EN 438Resistance to staining:

Brand:

Commercial:

Over underfloor heating:

Series Woods

3 Years

Yes, Water Systems

32Technical Class:

Edge profile: Bevelled on 4 sides EN 12667Thermal resistance/conductivity:

Length: 1380mm EN 424

E1

Effects of furniture leg:

VOC emissions:

Coverage per pack: 2.694 EN 425

EN 13329

Effects of castor chair:

Thickness swelling:

Surface: Authentic Textured E1Formaldehyde emission:

Width: 244mm EN 13329Wear resistance:

AC rating: AC4 - Heavy Domestic EN 13329

EN 13329

Light fastness:

Tolerance:
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